Social media platforms which is in position of being an important part of the human relationships and daily life, has become a global platform on which a huge number of people with different noticeable differences in regards of point of views, characteristics and intentions exist. When the present nature of the said digital platforms with vastness and variety of this degree is taken into consideration, the suitable ground owned for the illegal actions and procedures, brought the escape area for illegality in its wake. From this postulate, social media platforms which offers a wide variety of opportunities in aimed objectives and studies are subjected as the escape area of illegality, and it’s focused on how the illegal actions, in what kind of a variety, which way and to what size takes place. In the study, based on the conceptualization of the criminology and juridical science related to the concept of crime, the contents which can cause a criminal conduct to take place on social media pages are categorized and indicated under the same principles. The study, as the interdisciplinary product based on criminology, legal and communication science approaches the subjects rather from the perspective of the reflection of illegality on social media, as to its evaluations, it mainly places it on a communication based point of view. In this context, the offenses classified under the relevant current legal regulations in Turkey, the way they are conducted and the way they reflect to the social media is examined and proof that how the illegal content is being practiced in the daily social media practices are being exposed. By the assessment done in conclusion to the studies of literature review, description and exemplification, it is revealed that the social media platforms which possesses the potential to be of great assistance may be used for actions which would be damaging for humanity easily, while it has supports which can’t be underestimated in the fight against crime and criminals, the idea that it has a side which provides the opportunity in organization and publication of crime and being facilitator to many contradicting illegal actions and procedures is proved along with the validations. Keywords: Social Media, Illegality, Crime, Illegal Content.